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As the leaves change and winter
approaches, the state museum is
a perfect place for local and outof-town visitors to get out of the
cold and learn more about the
history of the mountain state
and all it has to offer. This year we celebrated the 45th
anniversary of the Culture Center, which has housed
the state museum since the building’s opening in 1976.
Through the years, the museum has undergone many
changes and updates, but the museum staff has always
strived to uphold the department’s mission – to identify,
preserve, protect, promote, and present the ideas,
arts, and artifacts of West Virginia heritage. We will
continue to do so through building and preserving our
collection of artifacts, creating new exhibits to showcase
the collection, teaching the history of our state through
educational programs, and presenting the collection in
a way that makes people want to engage and learn more
about our wonderful state, etc. In this issue, you will get
a glimpse of some of the interesting artifacts that belong
to the museum’s collection and the stories behind them,
and the ideas and work behind displaying these artifacts.
We look forward to seeing you soon and happy holidays!
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S TO R I E S from the

By Charles Morris

COLLECTION

The State Museum and Blenko Glass Company of Milton have gone
hand in hand since 1937. The early museum inventories do not say
whether the museum staff at the time had the foresight to predict the
success of Blenko over their one hundred years or if the company
reached out to the State Museum, but someone realized the historic
significance that the hand-blown glass company would have for the
West Virginia glass industry.
The first donation contains 16 early pieces produced in 1935. The donation includes an
amber round bowl, light olive vase, blue low spout with handle pitcher and a variety of
designs and colors of goblets.
In 2021, for the 100th anniversary of Blenko producing glass in Milton, West Virginia, the
museum celebrated this collaboration with a display of glassware rich in color and shapes
from each decade. This resulted in a beautiful exhibition of around 300 pieces that opened
on West Virginia’s birthday, June 20. One of the special aspects of the exhibition is the display
of every birthday piece since the first in 1980. They were sold at the Diamond Department
Store in downtown Charleston for West Virginia Day. John Homburg of Charleston, a
dedicated collector of Blenko, donated one of three known complete birthday collections
to the museum four years ago. Since then, the State Museum has worked with Dean Six of
Blenko to add to the collection each year.
Since 2015, Curator Randall Reid-Smith has continued a Culture Center tradition with a
special commemorative Blenko piece of its own. The State Museum and Blenko Glass have
worked together over the years to create a well-documented collection. Happy anniversary
to Blenko Glass!
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ON THE COVER
Celebrating the 45th Anniversary
of the Culture Center

Aerial photo of the Capitol Grounds
soon after the completion of the
Culture Center, 1976.

On July 10 and 11, 1976, the Science and Culture Center was introduced to the state of
West Virginia with two days of festivities. On Saturday, an invitational event occurred with
performances by the Charleston Ballet and the West Virginia Symphonette. On Sunday,
the doors opened to visitors at noon to begin a twelve- hour day filled with entertainment.
Performers inside the Center included the Putnam County Pickers, the Charleston
Symphony, Trapezoid, The Morris Brothers and the Newsome Gospel Chorus. Outside
performers included Wild Turkey String Band, Roger Bryant, and the Puppet Mobile.
Valley Bell donated enough ice cream for 15,000 people and by six o’clock they had run
out. The building was lavishly decorated with twin dodecahedron chandeliers, weighing
one thousand pounds each and both lit by ninety-two individual lights, they still hang in
the Great Hall to this day.
The dedication of the Culture Center was described as “incorporating the vitality of the
State of West Virginia.” It is said that approximately 35,000 people visited that summer day.
It was the start of 45 years of preservation, exhibitions, documentation, celebrations and
commemorations of the history and culture of West Virginia. One that welcomed visitors
to our great state from all over the world. A showcase to complement our majestic capitol.
While the building is now known simply as the Culture Center, there are many agencies
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here that encourage locals and visitors alike to explore our local history, art, and culture.
From opening day, the most common statement heard was “it makes you proud to
be a West Virginian.” Governor Arch A. Moore Jr., who led many of the building tours
throughout the two-day celebration, stated during the formal dedication that the center
will be “a catalyst to stimulate…to encourage and foster what can only be described as
the spirit of West Virginia. The center is a historical, scientific and cultural tapestry of a
mountain people which will afford the opportunity to understand ourselves better as West
Virginians.”
Over the next forty-five years, the Culture Center has been everything imagined and
more. The many comments, such as “people know what the state of West Virginia is all
about” and “the center is something all can be proud of ”, have been repeated time and time
again by visitors. West Virginia’s ultimate welcome center has been home to dignitaries,
theatrical performances, birthday cakes, musicians, artists, historians, weddings, tourism,
political announcements, crowning events, public comment, unveilings, genealogy
researchers, and most recently national COVID meetings. The building also is the home
for the most complete historical collections in the state.
Through it all, the focus is always West Virginia. To show the passion, love, caring,
artistry, and history of the state from past generations as well as today has always been part
of the mission. As stated in 1976 and even more true today, the Culture Center is more
than a building; it is part of the essence of what is West Virginia. Today, Curator Randall
Reid-Smith heads the Culture Center and works diligently with Governor Jim Justice and
First Lady Kathy Justice to facilitate the preservation of arts, culture, and history. Having
the Culture Center available to the public is a wonderful way for West Virginians and even
out-of-state visitors to engulf themselves into a cultural experience and to gain knowledge
of our wild and wonderful West Virginia.

The front desk of the Culture Center
has moved around the Great Hall
over the years, here you can see when
it was located around one of the
columns near the theater gallery.
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Four Recent Gifts

to the West Virginia State Museum Collection

Watercolor Painting Late Summer Meadow, Putnam
County by Betty Warner (1921-2020) undated, donated
by the artist’s daughter Constance Warner of Silver
Spring, Maryland.

WWVA Wheeling Jamboree Whooper-Uppers Pennant
c. 1939 donated by the daughter of Doc and Chickie
Williams, Barbara Smik “Peeper” Williams of Wheeling,
Ohio and Wheeling counties.
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Dollhouse donated by Debbie Berthisel of Charleston, Kanawha
County in memory of her mother, Nancy Ann Birthisel, and
made in c.1980 by James O. Robinson of Huntington, Cabell
County

Collection of 75 Thomas A. Edison, Inc. 4 Minute Blue
Amberol Records donated by Ron Walters of Cross
Lanes, Kanawha County.

Tamarack at the Culture Center:

Here Comes the Holidays!

Many people look forward to the unveiling of
the First Lady’s ornament every year, and while
it’s one of the Tamarack at the Culture Center’s
most sought after holiday item, the shop has
so much to offer during the festive season.
The glass displays are arguably one of the
most eye catching parts of the shop. During
the holidays, in addition to the Blenko handblown glass on display all year round, there are
beautifully handcrafted glass ornaments from
some incredibly talented glass blowers all across
the state. You can find orbs of all colors, textures,
and sizes. Handmade glass icicles, made with the
utmost care, are ready to catch the lights of the
tree as they hang from Christmas tree branches.
Homer Laughlin is an iconic company in the
Moun tain State and their Fiesta line has long
been a kitchen staple for many West Virginia
ns. The display in the shop features a rainbow
of their current colors, which makes a bright
backdrop for the special holiday pieces. Santa

has had countless cookies from Fiesta plates and
platters during his deliveries in West Virginia.
There’s also a wide assortment of handmade
ceramics from ceramicists from across the state.
Some of the other great gifts you can pick
up all year round include a wide selection
of books for children and adults, handmade
jewelry, and food perfect for filling stomachs
and stockings. Santa just might bring you
something homemade from the mountain state!
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The Three P’s of the Museum

By Holli Vanater

Part 3 : Presentation

Sadle and rifle displayed on horse
across from Discovery Room 3.

The West Virginia State Museum is dedicated
to inspiring, educating and enriching the
lives of the public by instilling a deeper
understanding and sense of pride through
the collection, preservation and exhibition
of diverse cultural and historic traditions,
focusing on every aspect of West Virginia
history, culture, art, paleontology, archaeology
and geology from all geographic regions representing the people, land and industries.
What are the take-aways of our mission
statement? That we are committed to our role
and responsibility of providing our audiences
with exceptional experiences with both our
collections as well as the works from our
state’s highly skilled artisans when entrusted
to us to exhibit. Presentation is therefore
the third and final “P” of the museum; but
not to be confused as the least significant.
Exhibits are designed to engage and educate,
present and persuade new perspectives. The
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proper presentation of artifacts is imperative if
an organization is to meet these objectives. It
is important to note however, that all aspects
relating to the proper presentation of artifacts
involve all three “Ps” (processing, preservation
and presentation). Proper processing of
artifacts from donors and artists provides
the basic groundwork for maintaining the
object’s overall condition. We cannot operate
effectively if we do not take seriously our
obligation to keep objects in our possession
in a safe and secure environment while in
temporary storage before being placed on
exhibit. In addition, we must look out for the
overall preservation of the objects while on
exhibit. With this in mind, special focus is
placed on the proper handling and temporary
storage conditions prior to placing items on
exhibit; and, once on exhibit, staff ensure items
are properly secured on wall mounts, shelving
or in cases. Lighting is adjusted to ensure there

is no direct lighting. Stanchions are used to
ensure objects are not accessible to the public,
or signage is placed to discourage handling. If
the items warrant, environmental condition
reports are completed on a regular basis
to ensure lighting or other environmental
conditions are recorded and proper action
is taken to reduce damage. At all levels
of handling, preservation is paramount;
and required if we are to properly present
them. If one system fails, they will all suffer.
The proper handling of objects, albeit a 100
year old spinning wheel or a new acrylic oil
painting, becomes the responsibility of all
museum staff. Although our exhibits and
curatorial staff take the primary responsibility
for the handling of the artifacts, each
museum staff has an obligation to ensure
items remain safe and secure while on exhibit.
When museums create exhibits, they are
sharing an experience with audiences and
fulfilling its role to inspire and educate. Using
the three P’s - processing, preservation and
presentation, we will continue building these
experiences while ensuring the artifacts
are always well maintained and cared for.
Printing press and portrait displayed
under replica newspapers outside
of Discovery Room 7.

Tools mounted inside replica tool
shed across from Discovery Room 4.

Fossile mounted in case built
into tree trunk across from
Discovery Room 1.
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Stories from the Collection:

By Brad Crum

The Stories We ‘Wood’ Tell

When we look at wooden artifacts, or family heirlooms for that matter, we see the artistry and
materials that went into making the end product. However, how often do we look at a wood craft
and think about the history the wood itself can tell? Could there be history associated with this
former tree branch or block of wood? This series of stories will focus on artifacts in the collection
that have deeper underlying historic significance pertaining to the material used to create them. We
will focus on artifacts that have been recorded and mentioned in notable publications specifically
outlining the origin of the wood. These details give added importance to the artifacts and outline
detailed credibility and substance to the stories of the people who helped build our state. By delving
into the fascinating accounts of the past, we can bring the artifacts to life. We honor all of our
donors who entrusted these remarkable objects to us and take great pride in presenting their stories.
The West Virginia State Museum currently displays a cane that once belonged to Daniel Boone,
which is a cool fact in and of itself. However, the really interesting story is how that cane developed
and how it made its way to the state museum. John Peter (J.P.) Hale, a driving force behind the
creation of the West Virginia Historical and Antiquarian Society, the precursor of the West Virginia
State Archives and Museum, tells the history of Daniel Boone’s connection to the Kanawha Valley.
According to Hale, Boone was on a trapping expedition along the Gauley River and came upon a
‘great Yew Pine forest lying in the present boundaries of Webster and Randolph counties; he was struck
with the unusual appearance of the growth, and, selecting a straight young specimen, he cut from the
top a piece of suitable length and size for a nice walking stick.’ Boone, the noted frontiersman, admired
the beauty and uniqueness of this yew pine and wanted to show it off to his friends. He later cut the
whisk from the end, “leaving a well proportioned
walking stick,” and gifted it to his friend, and later
his son Jesse’s father-in-law, Mathias VanBibber.
Mr. Hale continues this fascinating account of
the walking stick/cane’s travels as it came into the
possession of a Mr. John L. Cole, Esq., who was a
descendant of Rebecca, Daniel Boone’s wife. J.P.
Hale wrote extensively about the Kanawha Valley,
and also wrote about its early frontiersmen, which
of course includes Daniel Boone. Mr. Cole, after
reading one of these articles, gifted the cane to
Mr. Hale. J.P. Hale accepted the cane and placed it
among his “cabinet of interesting relics” and said
that it was “very highly prized.” Thus, what started
as a “young specimen” of yew pine no longer
prevalent in the state, turned into a walking stick,
turned into a cane, was gifted to a friend, then a
family member, on to a historian, and now tells
Daniel Boone’s walking stick
(left) displayed next to rifle
its story to thousands of people annually, young
(right) in Discovery Room 3.
and old, in the West Virginia State Museum.
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ARTIFACT SPOTLIGHT
Safari clothing and Pith Helmet donated and worn by
Mary Sue Kessell Rosen of Briarcliff Manor, New York
Mary Sue Kessell Rosen was born and raised in
South Charleston, West Virginia. She attended
multiple universities, including Marshall
University, Rider College, Florida International
University, and the University of Miami. Studying
and teaching writing and literature, she also has
worked in multiple states, including Florida and
New York. She currently resides in New York
City. Mary Sue Kessell Rosen has documented
her travels thoughout the African continent in
her writings and poems. Here is one of her poems
titled, ‘Journey’s End.’
Journey’s End
Untold stories lurk within the density of zones where undocumented lives
quietly exist.
Blurred memories.
Leaving and Returning
to a place where there is grandure in the
land that is rugged in its own texture
of mountains and streams.
I should have asked
while he was alive what it meant
for him when he as a young boy to carve a face
from a large stone deeply deeply embedded in the mountain.
This face is still vigilantly watching over the house
where he was born.
I see a self-portrait for him
enduring the seasons-the years
while his children and their children and their future
are about
Leaving and Returning....
It took traveling half way around the globe and coming back to his world
to see more of the same-the sky, the hills, the streams,
where eyes remain consistent watching over the valley.
The Rift Valley of Africa. The Parchment Valley of West Virginia.
Both part of my being where words come from people I no longer see.
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‘Tis the Season for ...

By Rachel Keeney

Makin g Apple Bu tte r

Food preservation remains an important part
of life in West Virginia, especially in rural areas
where some people must travel quite far to shop
for food at a grocery store. With roots in medieval
Europe, apple butter has had a long history as
a delicious topping to our biscuits and toasted
breads. Generations have used apple butter to
preserve apple harvests, and it remains a staple of
Appalachian canning to this day.
Every apple from a harvest must be prepared to
last as long as possible, for this reason there are
many different variations in the types of apples
and spices used based on what was available. Apple
butter is not only made in single family kitchens;
Rebecca Foster and Ivy Reed making apple butter
at Floyd Reed’s, Majorie Craven in background, 1929,
Noel Tenney Collection, West Virginia State Archives.

it’s also commonly made in huge community
quantities, but the production is essentially the
same. For small batches apples can be cooked in a
stove top pot, but when making a large community
batch of apple butter the labor intensive task would
often become a social event. One of the popular
ways to make apple butter across Appalachia is by
cooking outdoors on an open fire. These pots would
become a hub for conversation and connection.
You can see large kettles and wooden stirrers
in Discovery Room 9 of the West Virginia State
Museum. Many visitors instantly recognize these
artifacts as community apple butter production is
still popular at many church and cultural events all
throughout the state.
Apples are cooked past the applesauce stage in
large outdoor pots stirred constantly throughout
the day. As the apples cook they concentrate past
the applesauce stage and the sugars caramelize to
create a rich dark color. This high sugar content
in apple butter gives it a much longer shelf life
than applesauce. Try making your own apple
butter with this recipe from the 1950s and 1960s
If you’re not much of a cook, consider stopping
by Tamarack at the Culture Center shop to pick
up a jar of West Virginia-made apple butter from
producers all across the state.

Apple butter pots
and stirrers in
Discovery Room 9.

Apple butter making at Fort New
Salem, Salem, West Virginia, n.d.,
Milton Furner Collection, West
Virginia State Archives.
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Apple Butter Making brochure 1990’s
reprinting featuring a recipe for
apple butter from the Elkview Home
Demonstration Club, 1954-1968.
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT
Absence of Color
There are seven principles of art: texture, form, line
shape, value, space, and color. Color is a powerful
element in art and can visually communicate a lot
of information, but when color is taken away it puts
extra emphasis on the other six principles. Some
outstanding examples of black and white artwork
from the West Virginia State Museum collection went
on display in the balcony gallery of the Culture Center.
These included paintings, drawings, and photographs
from West Virginia artists past and present. With
color largely absent from the works, visitors are invited
to give their attention to the lines, forms and textures
of each work. The often high contrast of the black and
white pieces highlights how the artists use the shape
and space of their workspace to communicate to the
viewer. Value is the principle that will arguably shine
the most in black and white works of art, because
value is the defining factor in gray scale.
Whether it be pencil, ink, paint, or even cobwebs
,West Virginia artists are masters at creating places
and spaces where a viewer’s mind is free to explore
worlds apart from reality. They have a variety of ways
to do so, and though none of these artworks use color
as one, some of the black and white works from the
collection were put together to create a dynamic and
rich exhibit for the visitors of the Culture Center.
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West Virginia Nature

During the spring and summer months in the
Commissioner’s Gallery of the State Museum lobby,
you would have found a display of West Virginia
nature scenes that includes 2D and 3D art from
our collection. The works range from photographs,
paintings, and sculptures to even the most abstract
depictions of nature. The exhibit allows visitors to
immerse themselves in the outdoor splendor of the
mountain state through the talent of these West
Virginia artists.
Some of the beautiful works on display include
Kilsong Cox’s Seneca Rocks in Springtime, Thomas Lee
Combs’s Indian Creek Covered Bridge Summer Scene,
and Clayborn Dotson’s King Strut. This beautiful
collection of varying seasons, scenic locations, and
even an ornately carved wild turkey box call exemplify
the beauty of West Virginia.

Stories from the Collection:
Ten seconds, ten seconds, hmm, how long is
ten seconds? Well, that’s all the time that a glass
worker has to do something with a gather of molten glass before it becomes too hard to work, even
though it is very, very hot. Then it must be carried
back to the glass furnace to be reheated and made
molten again.
Once it is molten on the end of a blowpipe, the
carry-in boy delivers it to a glass blower who puts
a puff of air into the glass which can be elongated
on a marver. That sounds like marble, but it really
is a piece of smooth sheet steel just at knee level
so that the gather is rolled upon it into a cylinder.
The gather is then reheated and taken to a gaffer
who works seated at a chair with straight, parallel steel edge topped arms so that he can roll the
steel blow pipe and keep the gather from sagging.
Then he uses steel tongs called a pucella to form
the cylinder into an object such as a vase, bottle,
plate or dish. He cuts off excess glass with a pair
of heavy shears.
Oops, his ten seconds are over and the unfinished piece must be handed to a carry-in boy who
reheats it at the furnace. Then it sometimes goes
back to the gaffer for more tool work, including decoration. If not, then it is transferred to a
snap or pontil rod so that the opposite end can be
manipulated after it is reheated. The exterior of
the gather is curved to shape using a wet cherry
or apple wood block that is kept immersed in a
bucket. It is flattened using a wet paddle or battledore similarly.
When it is finished to the glass workers’ satisfaction, then a carry-in boy transfers it to the lehr,
where a conveyor belt slowly moves it from high
working heat to room temperature over a period
of time. After inspection, if it is perfect, it can be
packed and sold by a retail merchant.
If you wish to see examples of these glass workers tools in in a cool, comfortable atmosphere,
then come to The State Museum where they are
exhibited in Discovery Room 14.

By Jim Mitchell

The Hot 10 Seconds
Glassmaking tools
in Discovery Room 14.

Unfinished hand
blown vase in
Discovery Room 14.
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Stories from the Collection:

By Jim Mitchell

The Four Presentation Swords

There are many interesting and useful objects
generated by mankind throughout history.
Developing civilization depended on various
types of sharp edges for hunting, warfare, food
preparation and turning raw materials into useful
tools, implements and decorations. One such
long lived object is the ubiquitous sword. From
ancient times to the present it has been the symbol
of rank and command. It does not seem to matter
that it is virtually useless as a weapon. In the Civil
War only 0.1% of all wounds were caused by
edged weapons i.e. knives, bayonets and swords.
Nonetheless, for formal and ceremonial occasions
swords are still carried by officers and are present
at such solemnities as assisting the President in
placing a wreath at the Tomb of the Unknowns
on Memorial Day.
Still swords were used as rewards in several
instances. There are four main categories of
Presentation Swords. The first occurs when
someone has performed a huge heroic act or
presided over a national victory, then the King,

Parliament or Congress presents the hero with a
gold and jeweled sword engraved with the proper
inscription lauding the hero’s act and merits. The
second instance is when the head of state gives a
sword to one of his subordinates for his loyalty
and friendship. The third instance occurs when
a group of soldiers or sailors wish to congratulate
their superior officer on a recent promotion.
The fourth instance occurs when a group of the
citizenry wish to raise funds for a noble cause,
then they purchase a fancy presentation sword
which is awarded to some officer by means of
a raffle where ordinary citizens buy tickets and
deposit them in a ballot box with the name of
their favorite officer on it. Whoever receives the
most votes, receives the sword.
The West Virginia State Museum has
four presentation swords in its collection.
Unfortunately, we do not have a sword of the
first type. They are rare and none has come
our way. We have a sword of the second type
and it is exhibited at the entrance to Discovery
Room 3. It is an 18th century silver
mounted hunting sword, probably made
in Baltimore, Maryland. This attribution
Sword gifted from
is based on the shape of the silver eagle
Washington to
VanMeter outside
pommel. Before the Revolutionary War,
of Discovery Room 3.
George Washington gave it to his friend
Colonel Garrett VanMeter who carried it
throughout the War.
We have two swords of the third type.
One is a presentation Officer’s Saber and it
is inscribed “Given to Lieutenant Colonel J.
H. Oley, 8th Regiment, Virginia Volunteer
Infantry, by the members of Company B,
William Gramm, Captain., 1862”. J. H.
Oley came to Virginia from New York
as a drill master for which he received a
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major’s commission on October 29, 1861. On
October 2, 1862, he was promoted to lieutenant
colonel and received the presentation Saber. He
was the commanding officer of the 8th Regiment.
On March 1, 1863, he was promoted to colonel.
The other weapon is unusual. It is an ordinary
naval officer’s sword made into a Presentation
Sword because of the engraved inscription
“Presented by the Gunners Gang, USS New
Hampshire, 1914 to Cdr. Clyde Hall McLellon
USN”. (Cdr McLellon was a West Virginian.) We
assume that it was in honor of a promotion. In
itself the naval officers’ sword is unusual because
the sword has never changed since 1852. The same
sword is made, sold and carried today. We know
of one other incident involving Commander
McLellon. He was commanding a shore party
of armed sailors in Vera Cruz, Mexico in 1914.
A marine officer friend was commanding a
detachment of Marines. A Mexican shot the

Marine officer, wounding him. Commander
McLellon shot the Mexican and recovered his
Mauser rifle with the commander’s bullet hole in
it. That rifle is in our collection.
The fourth type of sword is the fanciest sword
in our collection. The sword was presented to
Major General Benjamin Franklin Kelly after he
was voted the most popular general officer at the
Wheeling Sanitary Fair in July, 1864. The sword
scabbard is inscribed, gold plated, has pearls on
the scabbard and an amethyst in the hilt pommel.
The voters purchased the customary ballots with
which to vote for the most popular company grade
officer, field grade officer and general officer. The
money was used by the Sanitary Commission to
purchase medical supplies for wounded soldiers.
The sword was purchased for the event by Harper
and Brother, Wheeling clothiers. Major General
Kelly’s sword is exhibited at West Virginia
Independence Hall in Wheeling.

McLellon sword
PHOTO TO BE ADDED
(inscription detail left,
sword and sheath right.)

Major General
Kelly’s sword.
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A BLAST FROM THE PAST:

West Virginia State Museum

The Culture Center has been home to the West
Virginia State Museum since it’s opening 45
years ago, and has educated countless West
Virignians throughout the years. Here you can
see how the State Museum looked before our
large renovation in 2009. Many visitors fondly
remember their school trips and favorite artifacts
when they come to visit, and are amazed at how
immersive the show path and our 26 Discovery
Rooms are as they come in to enjoy the new
layout. Can you spot some of the artifacts we
still have on display?
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Stained Glass
in the North
Connections Room

Stained glass is a beautiful artform that uses
colorful glass to make a design or picture.
There are several different examples of
stained glass you can see in the museum all
year round, and from time to time in the
galleries of the Culture Center. You may also
see stained glass in churches and buildings all
throughout West Virginia. Since glass is an
important industry in West Virginia, stained
glass has been a popular way for artists to
express themselves for generations.

Try making your own ‘stained glass’! All you will need is
some colorful tissue paper, construction paper, glue, ageappropriate scissors, and some supervision from a parent
or guardian.
You can use scrap paper to draw out a design. Stained glass
is usually held together with metal, so strips of a dark construction paper like grey, black, or brown will be perfect for
making the lines of your picture or design!
Glue together your dark paper outline. Don’t worry if it’s
not perfect, that’s half the fun! Then glue on a layer of tissue paper. You can cut or rip your tissue paper and layer it
if you like. The color of the tissue paper may bleed a bit so
have some wet paper towels on hand for any mess.
You can add on extra strips of paper to help seal the edges
of the tissue paper, or just let it dry and hang it with the
black paper facing inward. At this point you can let your
window dry and then tape it up in a window to let the light
shine through your art!
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